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Abstract We address a multi-item capacitated lot-sizing problem with setup times, safety stock and demand shortages. Demand cannot be backlogged, but can be totally or partially lost. Safety stock is an objective to reach rather than an industrial constraint to respect. The problem is np-hard. We propose a Lagrangian relaxation of the resource capacity constraints. We develop a dynamic programming algorithm to solve the induced sub-problems. An upper bound is also proposed using a Lagrangian heuristic with several smoothing algorithms. Some experimental results showing the effectiveness of the approach are reported. Keywords: Lot-sizing, dynamic programming, Lagrangian heuristic, safety stocks, shortages.
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Introduction



The problem under consideration in this paper arises from industrial contexts. The production planning problems encountered in real-life situations are generally intractable due to a number of practical constraints. The decision maker has to find a good feasible solution in a reasonable execution time rather than an optimal one. The multi-item capacitated lot-sizing problem with setup times, demand shortage costs and safety stock deficit costs referred to as MCLSS, is a production planning problem in which there is a time-varying demand for a set of N items over T periods. The production should satisfy a restricted capacity and must take into account a set of additional constraints. Indeed, launching the production of an item i at a given period t for a demand requirement dit involves a variable resource consumption vit and a setup time fit . The total available capacity at period t is ct . For + each period t, an inventory unitary cost γit is attached to each item i as well as a variable unitary production cost αit and a setup cost βit . The problem has the distinctive feature of allowing demand shortages due to tight resource capacities. Indeed, when we are in lack of capacity to produce the total demand, we try to spread the available capacity among the items to minimize the total amount of demand shortages. Thus, we introduce in the model a unit cost parameter ϕit for item i at period t for the unmet amount of demand. These costs should be viewed as penalty costs and their values are very high in comparison with other unitary cost components. ∗ Corresponding † This



author. E-mail: [email protected] work has been partially financed by DYNASYS S.A., under research contract no. 588/2002.
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The use of safety stock is widely observed in industry to counter variability that may be present in a supply chain environment. In our study, a safety stock is an objective to reach rather than an industrial constraint to respect. When we cannot reach this target, we talk − about safety stock deficits for which we introduce a unitary cost parameter γit for each item i at each period t. These costs should also be viewed as penalty costs and their values are lower than the shortage costs and very high in comparison with other cost components. The MCLSS problem consists of finding a production plan that minimizes the demand shortages, the safety stock deficits as well as the setup, the inventory and the production costs allover the planning horizon. Chen and Thizy [8] proved that the multi-item capacitated lot-sizing problem with setup times is strongly NP-hard. There are many references dealing with the capacitated lot-sizing problem. We can quote the general review of Maes and Van Wassenhove [18] for heuristics developed to solve the problem, and the paper of Dogramaci et al. [10] that describes the so-called four-step heuristic. There are few references dealing with lot-sizing problems with shortage costs or safety stocks. Recently, Absi and KedadSidhoum [2] proposed some Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) based heuristics to solve the MCLSS problem with additional constraints such as setup groups, operating sets, and lower and upper bounds on production. The same authors [3] developed also a branch-and-cut algorithm for the MCLSS problem without safety stocks. Aksen et al. [6] addressed the uncapacitated single-item lot-sizing problem with shortage costs. The authors proposed an O(T 2 ) forward dynamic programming algorithm to solve the problem. Loparic et al. [17] proposed valid inequalities for the single-item uncapacitated lot-sizing problem with lower bounds on the stock variables where the objective is to maximize the sales. Diaby et al.[9] dealt with the lack of capacity by considering overtimes and Zangwill [25, 27] proposed a model with backlogs where the demands must be satisfied with an extra cost if delayed. We can also quote some related works dealing with the goodwill loss concept in lot-sizing literature. This concept was first mentioned by Hsu and Lowe [15]. The authors comment that production loss or customer goodwill loss may lead to a unit penalty cost for unsatisfied demand that grows in a nonlinear fashion, and is dependent on how long that demand has been back-ordered. Also inventory holding costs may be dependent on how long the items have been in stock. In [13], we come across goodwill loss again. The author formulates two models, one for the lost sales case, and another for the backorders. He assumes that the demand that cannot be met in a period is lost, and a loss of customer goodwill would manifest itself in terms of reduced future sales. A recent work of Aksen [5] improves the models, and proposes that a ratio of realized demand that goes unsatisfied in the current period be deducted from the original demand of the next period. Recently, S¨ ural et al. [21] propose some efficient Lagrangian relaxation based heuristics for a lot-sizing problem with setup times where the objective is to minimize the total inventory carrying cost. The main contribution of this paper is twofold. First, we develop a polynomial algorithm to solve the uncapacitated single-item lot-sizing problem with demand shortage and safety stock deficit costs (ULSS) optimally. Second, we develop a Lagrangian relaxation of the capacity constraints to obtain lower and upper bounds for the MCLSS problem. An outline of the remainder of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes a MIP formulation of the MCLSS problem. In Section 3, a Lagrangian relaxation of capacity constraints is presented. We state some properties of the optimal solutions of the ULSS problem, and we describe a polynomial algorithm to solve it. Section 4 illustrates a Lagrangian relaxation framework as well as a heuristic to construct feasible solutions for the MCLSS problem. Finally, computational results are given in Section 5 to show the effectiveness of the developed method based on a Lagrangian relaxation of capacity constraints.
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2 2.1



Mathematical formulation and complexity An aggregate formulation



In this section, we present a MIP formulation of the MCLSS problem. For a finite planning horizon of T periods and a number of items N , we set xit as the quantity of item i produced at period t and yit as a binary variable equal to 1 if item i is produced at period t (i.e. if xit > 0) inducing fixed setup times and costs. The variable sit for item i is the inventory value at the end of period t. The shortage for item i at period t is modeled by a nonnegative variable rit with a high unit penalty cost ϕit in the objective function, the main goal is indeed to satisfy the customer and thus to have the minimum amount of demands not met. − Let s+ it and sit represent respectively overstock and safety stock deficit variables of item − i at period t. s− it has a high unit penalty cost γit in the objective function. However, this penalty is lower than the shortage cost. We set lit as a parameter which represents the safety stock value of item i at period t. Thus, the stock of item i at period t is given by − the expression s+ it + lit − sit . Moreover, we set δit = lit − li,t−1 which is the safety stock variation between two consecutive periods. It can be positive or negative. Furthermore, I = {1, · · · , N } and T = {1, · · · , T } denote respectively the set of items and the set of periods. The MCLSS problem is described by the following MIP:



min



P P



+ + − − αit xit + βit yit + ϕit rit + γit sit + γit sit







(1)



i∈I t∈T



s.t.



(2) − + − s+ i,t−1 − si,t−1 + rit + xit = dit + δit + sit − sit , P (vit xit + fit yit ) ≤ ct ,



∀i ∈ I, t ∈ T



(3)



∀t ∈ T



(4)



xit ≤ Mit yit ,



∀i ∈ I, t ∈ T



(5)



rit ≤ dit ,



∀i ∈ I, t ∈ T



(6)



s− it



∀i ∈ I, t ∈ T



(7)



∀i ∈ I, t ∈ T



(8)



∀i ∈ I, t ∈ T



(9)



i∈I



≤ lit ,



− xit , rit , s+ it , sit



≥ 0,



yit ∈ {0, 1},



The objective function (1) minimizes the total cost induced by the production plan that is production costs, inventory costs, shortage costs, safety stock deficit costs and setup costs. Constraints (3) are the inventory flow conservation equations through the planning horizon. Constraints (4) are the capacity constraints; the overall consumption must remain lower than or equal to the available capacity. If we produce an item i at period t, then constraints (5) impose that the quantity produced must not exceed a maximum production level Mit . Mit could be set to the minimum between the total demand requirement for item i on section [t, T ] of the horizon and the highest quantity of item regarding nPi that could be produced o T 0 the capacity constraints, Mit is then equal to min t0 =t dit , (ct − fit )/vit . Constraints (6) and (7) define upper bounds on respectively the demand shortage and the safety stock deficit for item i in period t. Constraints (8) and (9) characterize the variable’s domains: − xit , rit , s+ it and sit are non-negative and yit is a binary variable for i ∈ I and t ∈ T .



2.2



A disaggregate formulation



Another formulation for the MCLSS problem is based on the facility location formulation initially proposed by Krarup and Bilde [16] for the uncapacitated single-item problem. A decision variable zirt is used for the quantity of item i that is produced in period r to satisfy 3



PT a demand in period t. This implies that t=r zirt = xir . The inventory of item i at period  Pt PT − 0 00 t is given by s+ it + lit − sit which is equal to t0 =0 t00 =t+1 zit t . We define a new cost + + + 0 0 parameter αitt0 = αit + γit + γi,t+1 + . . . + γi,t0 −1 for t ≤ t . Using the variables zirt , the MCLSS problem is :  min



P



T P



i∈I,t∈T



t0 =t



+ − − + 0 αitt 0 zitt0 + βit yit + ϕit rit + (γit + γit )sit − γit lit



 (10)



s.t.



(11) rit +



t P



zirt = dit ,



∀i ∈ I, t ∈ T (12)



r=1



P i∈I



vit



T P



zitt0 +



t0 =t



P



fit yit ≤ ct ,



∀t ∈ T



(13)



∀i, t, r ≤ t



(14)



i∈I



zirt ≤ Mirt yir , rit ≤ dit ,



∀i ∈ I, t ∈ T (15)



s− it ≤ lit , t T P P s− zit0 t00 ≥ lit , it +



∀i ∈ I, t ∈ T (16) ∀i ∈ I, t ∈ T (17)



t0 =0 t00 =t+1



rit , s− it , zirt ≥ 0, yit ∈ {0, 1},



∀i, t, r ≤ t



(18)



∀i ∈ I, t ∈ T (19)



Constraints (12) ensure that the demand in period t is either satisfied by the production for period t performed in previous periods or the demands are not met. Constraints (13) are the capacity constraints; the overall consumption must remain lower than or equal to the available capacity. If we produce an item i in period t, then constraints (14) impose that the quantity produced must not exceed a maximum production level Mirt . Mirt could be set to the minimum between the demand requirement for item i at period t (dit ) and the highest quantity of item i that could be produced regarding the capacity constraints. Mirt is then equal to min {dit , (ct − fir )/vir }. Constraints (15) and (16) define upper bounds on respectively the demand shortage and the safety stock deficit for item i in period t. Constraints (17) ensure that the total quantity given by the inventory level and the safety stock deficit are greater than or equal to the safety stock level at period t. Constraints (18) and (19) characterize the variable’s domains: rit , s− it and zirt are non-negative and yit is a binary variable for i ∈ I and t ∈ T . We also consider the following valid inequality PT 0 0 that can strengthen the disaggregate formulation: r=t zitr ≤ Mit yit , where Mit is equal nP o T 0 to min t0 =t dit , (ct − fit )/vit for an item i and a period t.



3 3.1



Lagrangian based lower bounds Relaxing the resource capacity constraints



The general idea behind the Lagrangian relaxation approach is to decompose the multiitem capacitated lot-sizing problem into single-item uncapacitated lot-sizing sub-problems. This is possible by relaxing the resource capacity constraints (4) while using a set of Lagrange multipliers πt ≥ 0 in the objective function of the MCLSS model. We derive then a Lagrangian function denoted by L (x, y, r, s+ , s− , π). The Lagrangian relaxation of the capacity constraints of the MCLSS problem decomposes the model into N single-item uncapacitated lot-sizing problems with shortage and safety stock deficit costs which will be denoted as ULSS. Since we consider each item separately, it may be more convenient to discard the item index i to facilitate the reading of the following 4



mathematical model. The aggregate formulation of the ULSS problem is described in what follows:



min



P t∈T



− − αt xt + βt yt + ϕt rt + γt+ s+ t + γt st P πt (vt xt + ft yt − ct ) +



 (20)



t∈T − + − s+ t−1 − st−1 + rt + xt = dt + δt + st − st ,



∀t ∈ T



(21)



xt ≤ Mt yt ,



∀t ∈ T



(22)



rt ≤ dt ,



∀t ∈ T



(23)



s− t ≤ lt ,



∀t ∈ T



(24)



∀t ∈ T



(25)



∀t ∈ T



(26)



− xt , rt , s+ t , st



≥ 0,



yt ∈ {0, 1},



To the best of our knowledge, the ULSS problem was never addressed before in the literature. Therefore, we can recall that the model is an extension of the classical single item uncapacitated lot-sizing problem addressed by Wagner and Whithin [24]. Indeed, if we 2 remove rt and s− t from the model, it is solved in O(T ). This complexity was more recently improved [4], [11], [23]. Indeed, there are algorithms running in O(T logT ) or even in linear time when costs are constant for all periods. We can notice that if we remove only the s− t variables, we obtain a model with shortage costs which is solved in O(T 2 ) [6]. If we remove rt , δt and the constraints (24), we obtain a model with backlogs which is also solved in O(T 2 ) [27].



3.2



Fixed-charge network formulation



In this section, we propose a fixed-charge network model for the ULSS problem. The set of vertices is defined by the set of periods 1 to T of the problem. Vertex 0 is a dummy PT vertex that represents the principal source. Its supply is equal to D = t=1 (dt + δt ) = PT t=1 dt + lT − l0 , with l0 = 0. X and R are two transshipment nodes which transfer respectively the total demand and the sum of the shortages. The remainder of the transshipment transits through node T , that is the maximum deficit on safety stock at the last period. It is obvious that the sum of the inputs at nodes X, R and T is equal to the total quantity which transits through node 0. For each node t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T }, we associate the quantity δt = lt − lt−1 . δt can be positive or negative. In the same way, nodes {10 , 20 , . . . , T 0 } represent the demands dt in periods t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T }. The arcs of the network can thus be defined as follows: • (X, t) are the production arcs for t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T }. The flow in arc (X, t) represents the quantity produced at period t, • (t, t + 1) are the inventory arcs for t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T − 1} with a flow representing the ending stock of period t and the entering stock in period t + 1, • (t, t − 1) are the safety stock deficit arcs for t ∈ {2, . . . , T }. The flow in these arcs represents the safety stock deficit of period t − 1. The capacity of this arc is limited to lt , • the flow in arc (t, t0 ) represents the demand that is met at period t for t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T } and t0 ∈ {10 , 20 , . . . , T 0 }, • the flow in arc (R, t0 ) represents the shortage at period t for t0 ∈ {10 , 20 , . . . , T 0 }. 5



Figure 1 corresponds to a fixed-charge network representation of ULSS problem. s− T
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s+ 1 PT
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dt + lT
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s− 3



d3 − r3



30 d2
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δ3



d2 − r2
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x5 s+ 3



δ2



d 1 − r1



r1



x1



s+ 2



r3



...



s− T −1



T



δ4



δT



d 4 − r4



40 d3



r3



s− 4



s+ T −1



dT − rT ...



d4



T0 dT



rT



R Figure 1: Fixed-charge network model for ULSS. All the cost functions are concave. Indeed, the costs on arcs (t, t0 ), (0, X) and (0, R) are equal to zero. The arcs (R, t0 ) have a unitary cost equal to ϕt . The arcs (t, t + 1) and (t, t − 1) have unitary costs equal respectively to γt+ and γt− . The cost on the production arcs (X, t) is equal to zero if the flow xt is null and βt + πt ft + (αt + πt vt )xt if the flow xt is positive. Finding an optimal solution to the ULSS problem is equivalent to finding a minimum cost extreme flow on the network depicted in figure 1. In the next section, we characterize the optimal solutions of the ULSS problem based on the fixed-charge network formulation.



3.3



Characterization of the ULSS optimal solutions



We present some properties of the ULSS optimal solutions. These properties enable us to propose a recursive dynamic programming algorithm for solving the problem in polynomial time in the worst case. We first begin with a definition. Definition 1. A feasible flow (b x, rb, sb+ , sb− ) is an extreme flow if there does not exist fea+ − x1 , rb1 , sb+ b− sible flows (b x1 , rb1 , sb1 , sb1 ) and (b x2 , rb2 , sb+ b− x, rb, sb+ , sb− ) = (b 2 ,s 2 ) such that: (b 1 ,s 1)+ + − (b x2 , rb2 , sb2 , sb2 ). It is well known that if the objective function has a finite global minimum on the feasible region, then there must be an extreme flow which is an optimal flow [26]. Since the feasible region has a finite number of extreme flows, a search of all extreme flows will give the optimal flow. However, such a procedure might not be efficient. In what follows, we present some characteristics of the extreme flows of ULSS which will allow us to facilitate this search. The asterisk-superscripted variables in the lemmas and proofs signify optimal values.
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The following lemma suggests that in an optimal solution, the overstock could not be strictly positive if we can not meet the level of the safety stock. Lemma 1. −∗ s+∗ = 0 for all t ∈ 1, . . . , T . t st Proof. This result derives from the fact that an extreme flow uses a set of unsaturated − arcs that represents a tree [24]. Hence, we cannot have s+ t > 0 and st > 0 since the costs on these arcs are non negative. The proof is made by contradiction. Let us suppose that we have s+∗ > 0 and s−∗ > 0 for a given period t at optimality. Then, decreasing s−∗ to t t t −∗ +∗ (st − δ) and reducing st to (s+∗ − δ) maintains feasibility of the solution while lowering t the total cost of the solution by (γt− + γt+ )δ. The solution could not be optimal which is a contradiction. In an optimal solution, we cannot have in a given period, demand shortage and production at the same time. More formally: Lemma 2. rt∗ x∗t = 0 for all t ∈ 1, . . . , T . The proof uses the same arguments as Lemma 1 on the shortage and production variables. We next define several terms that will be useful to derive the dynamic programming algorithm. Definition 2. A period t is a production point if xt > 0. − + Definition 3. A period t is an inventory point if (s+ t = 0 and st = 0) or (st = 0 and − st = lt ). More precisely, a period t is an: − • Inventory point of type 1 if s+ t = 0 and st = 0; − • Inventory point of type 2 if s+ t = 0 and st = lt .



Using these production and inventory points, some properties will characterize the feasible extreme flows of the problem. Proposition 1. The following propositions are equivalent: • (b x, rb, sb+ , sb− ) is an extreme flow of ULSS; • (b x, rb, sb+ , sb− ) is feasible and between every pair of production points (i, k) such that i < k, there exists at least an inventory point j such that i ≤ j < k. Proof. Let us assume that we have two consecutive production points i and k with i < k with no inventory point between them in an extreme flow. By Lemma 1, this implies that − + for all the vertices t between i and k we have either (s+ t > 0 and st = 0) or (st = 0 and 0 < s− t < lt ). This extreme flow contains a cycle where there is no edge flow fixed to its bound. If such a cycle exists in an extreme flow, then this flow can easily be expressed according to two other feasible flows. This proves that such a flow is not extreme and contradicts the assumption. Conversely, let us now assume that (b x, rb, sb+ , sb− ) is feasible, not extreme and between every pair of production points (i, k) such that i < k, there exists at least an inventory point j such that i ≤ j < k. Since (b x, rb, sb+ , sb− ) is not extreme, the solution does not correspond to a maximal tree of the fixed-charge network. Therefore, the solution contains a cycle with no edge fixed to one of its bounds. Obviously, this cycle does 7



not contain inventory points, which is a contradiction. The following proposition is equivalent to the properties given by Proposition 1: Proposition 2. (b x, rb, sb+ , sb− ) is feasible and between every pair of adjacent inventory points there exists at most one production point. The proof relies on the same arguments as the ones given in Proposition 1.



3.4



Numerical example of the ULSS problem



The following example illustrates an optimal solution structure for the ULSS problem. The data of the example are described in Table 1. Period (t) Demand (dt ) Safety stock level (lt ) Setup cost (βt ) Unitary production cost (αt ) Unitary inventory cost (γt+ ) Unitary shortage cost (ϕt ) Unitary deficit cost (γt− )



1 1 000 200 200 000 70 55 250 150



2 1 000 800 250 000 70 55 212.5 127.5



3 1 000 1 000 250 000 70 55 175 105



4 1 000 1 000 100 000 70 55 137.5 82.5



5 1 000 800 250 000 70 55 100 60



Table 1: A five-period ULSS example. The optimal solution of the problem is obtained using the mathematical model presented in Section 2.1 and the Cplex 9.0 Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) solver. The solution is given in Table 2 and the associated network depicted in Figure 2. Period (t) Demand (dt ) Safety stock (lt ) Quantity produced (xt ) Shortage (rt ) Overstock (s+ t ) Deficit on safety stock (s− t )



1 1 000 200 2 800 0 1 600 0



2 1 000 800 0 0 0 0



3 1 000 1 000 0 200 0 1 000



4 1 000 1 000 2 000 0 0 0



5 1 000 800 0 0 0 800



Table 2: Optimal solution of the ULSS example. From Table 2, it is interesting to notice that the demand in period 3 is partially lost. We can also observe that period 2 and 4 (resp. 3 and 5) are inventory points of type 1 (resp. type 2). Figure 2 represents the network structure of the optimal solution. Arcs represented in bold are the ones fixed at their upper bounds which are the safety stock levels.



3.5



Dynamic programming algorithm



Based on the properties of the optimal solutions, we develop a dynamic programming algorithm to solve the ULSS problem. We have proved in the last section that a feasible solution is an extreme flow if and only if between every couple of adjacent inventory points i, k with i < k, there exists at most one production point j with i < j ≤ k. A solution approach to find the optimal solution consists in searching all the extreme flows that satisfy this property and identify the minimum cost extreme flow. The rationale of the algorithm is to consider all the triplets (i, j, k) with i < j ≤ k where i and k are inventory points and j is a production point, and to find the sequence of triplets (i, j, k) which has the minimum
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R Figure 2: A network representation of the optimal solution of the ULSS example. cost value. For each triplet (i, j, k) we define a sub-problem that we solve optimally. The sub-problem is a restricted problem of ULSS that will be denoted as ULSSuv ijk . The indices u and v characterize the inventory points (type 1 or 2). The index u (resp. v) is fixed to 0 if the period i − 1 (resp. k) is an inventory point of type 1. The index u (resp. v) is fixed to 1 if the period i − 1 (resp. k) is an inventory point of type 2. If we assume that {i, . . . , k} represent the set of integers from i to k, ULSSuv ijk is defined on the interval of periods {i, . . . , k}. There is a production point only at period j, the production variables at period t ∈ {i, . . . , k} \ j are equal to zero, i.e., xt = 0. We denote uv uv with Zijk the optimal value of the objective function of the problem ULSSuv ijk . ULSSijk can be solved using a minimum cost flow algorithm. uv The cost Zik on the interval i, . . . , k can be computed by deriving the minimum between all the optimal policies on the interval {i, . . . , k} with j being the unique production period, i < j ≤ k, and the optimal policy on the interval {i, . . . , k} with no production period which uv is denoted by Zi0k .



uv Zik



  uv uv = min Zi0k , min Zijk i> γit >> maxi0 ,t0 αi0 t0 ; γi0 t0 . Moreover, shortage costs have the feature that they decrease over the horizon. Indeed, demands in the first periods of the horizon correspond to real orders and not forecasts in contrast to the demands in the last periods that are usually only predictions. They are generated in the same way for all the described instances. The Lagrangian sub-problems obtained at each step of the Lagrangian relaxation are solved optimally using Cplex 9.0 solver for the model ULSS described in Section 3.1. However, it would be interesting to use a specific minimum cost flow algorithm. We use a subgradient method to compute the Lagrangian multipliers. The Lagrangian relaxation parameters are fixed according to the schema proposed by Held et al. [14]. We carried out a comparison between the following methods: • the LR algorithm implements the Lagrangian relaxation of the capacity constraint which gives a lower bound for the MCLSS problem. At each step of the Lagrangian relaxation, an upper bound is computed using the Lagrangian heuristic described in the last section. • the BC-AG method implements the standard branch-and-cut of Cplex 9.0 solver using the aggregate formulation of the MCLSS problem. • the BC-FL algorithm implements the standard branch-and-cut of Cplex 9.0 solver using the facility location based formulation of the MCLSS problem. In the LR and BC-AG algorithms, we used the aggregate model defined in Section 2.1 by the set of constraints (1)-(9). In the BC-FL algorithm, we used the disaggregate model defined by the set of constraints (10)-(19) in Section 2.2. Absi [1] shows that contrary to the classical multi-item capacitated lot-sizing problem, the aggregate formulation of the MCLSS problem leads to better linear relaxation bounds than its disaggregate formulation when using a standard solver. The algorithm comparisons are based on the following criteria. The first one is the gap between the upper bound (UB) and the lower bound (LB). It is given by the formula suggested by Millar and Yang [19]:
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Gap = 200 ×



U B−LB U B+LB



To evaluate the upper bound (UB) (resp. the lower bound (LB)), we define GapU B (resp. GapLB ) as the distance from UB (resp. LB) to an estimated value of the optimal solution f These gaps were previously used by Brahimi et al. [7]. For each instance, denoted by opt. ∗ f opt = (U B − LB ∗ )/2 with U B ∗ and LB ∗ giving respectively the best upper bound and the best lower bound found so far for the problem. Thus, we have: GapU B = 200 ×



f U B−opt f U B+opt



and GapLB = 200 ×



f opt−LB f opt+LB



The LR algorithm stops if a maximum number of 100, 150, 200 and 300 iterations is reached or a time limit of 100, 300 or 600 seconds is achieved. We use the CPU time of the LR method as a stopping criterion (time limit) for the BC-AG and BC-FL methods. We also used a time limit of 100, 300 or 600 seconds as a stopping criterion for the BC-AG and BC-FL methods. To keep the presentation of the computational results concise, average gaps for all instances sharing the same value of a given parameter are reported on a single line. For example, the first gap of Table 3 represents the average gap of all instances having 6 items. Some detailed results will also be presented in Table 11. Tables 3 and 4 summarize the computational behavior of the Lagrangian relaxation method. The stopping criterion is based on the maximum number of iterations. Average gaps are computed for each instance characterized by the following parameters: the number of items (N ), the number of periods (T ), the setup time factor and the safety stock coverage. Table 5 shows the average CPU time (s) of the Lagrangian relaxation method for the previous parameters.



N



T Setup time factor



Safety stock coverage



6 12 24 15 30 1 1.5 2 3 1 1.5 2



100 iterations Gap GapLB GapU B 11.91% 5.87% 6.07% 6.92% 3.31% 3.62% 8.74% 4.42% 4.33% 11.92% 5.91% 6.03% 6.46% 3.15% 3.32% 4.62% 2.20% 2.42% 12.95% 6.46% 6.51% 5.06% 2.46% 2.60% 14.19% 7.09% 7.13% 9.66% 4.83% 4.84% 8.70% 4.39% 4.32% 9.20% 4.37% 4.85%



Gap 7.53% 4.20% 5.53% 7.33% 4.19% 4.25% 6.92% 4.77% 7.16% 6.47% 5.89% 4.91%



150 iterations GapLB GapU B 3.70% 3.83% 2.01% 2.19% 2.74% 2.80% 3.56% 3.78% 2.08% 2.11% 2.16% 2.09% 3.32% 3.60% 2.42% 2.34% 3.39% 3.77% 3.19% 3.28% 2.91% 2.98% 2.35% 2.57%



Table 3: Average gaps for the Lagrangian relaxation algorithm (100 and 150 iterations). From Tables 3 and 4, we can notice that the difference between the gaps after 100 and 150 iterations is very big, while the difference between the gaps after 150 and 200 iterations is small, and the difference between 200 and 300 iterations is very small. We can also notice that the gaps are higher when the number of items is smaller. The same remark is valid for the safety stock coverage and the number of periods. Indeed, when these parameters increase, all the gaps decrease. On the other hand, when the setup time factors is bigger, the gaps increase. From Table 5, we can notice that the CPU time of the Lagrangian relaxation method is almost an increasing linear function of the number of iterations. One can observe that the execution time does not depend on the setup time factor and the safety stock coverage pa-
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N



T Setup time factor



Safety stock coverage



6 12 24 15 30 1 1.5 2 3 1 1.5 2



Gap 7.15% 3.95% 5.30% 6.88% 4.05% 4.25% 6.42% 4.76% 6.47% 6.22% 5.60% 4.58%



200 iterations GapLB GapU B 3.66% 3.49% 1.99% 1.96% 2.70% 2.60% 3.52% 3.37% 2.05% 2.00% 2.16% 2.09% 3.28% 3.14% 2.42% 2.34% 3.29% 3.19% 3.17% 3.05% 2.85% 2.75% 2.32% 2.25%



Gap 7.15% 3.93% 5.30% 6.88% 4.03% 4.25% 6.42% 4.76% 6.44% 6.22% 5.58% 4.58%



300 iterations GapLB GapU B 3.66% 3.49% 1.99% 1.94% 2.70% 2.60% 3.52% 3.37% 2.05% 1.99% 2.16% 2.09% 3.28% 3.14% 2.42% 2.34% 3.29% 3.16% 3.17% 3.05% 2.85% 2.73% 2.32% 2.25%



Table 4: Average gaps of the Lagrangian relaxation algorithm (200 and 300 iterations).



N



T Setup time factor



Safety stock coverage



6 12 24 15 30 1 1.5 2 3 1 1.5 2



Number of 100 150 50 129 52 127 54 138 50 134 54 129 33 66 72 197 36 67 69 195 29 72 59 143 69 179



iterations 200 300 225 471 219 453 240 495 236 493 220 454 108 227 347 715 109 229 348 721 124 260 245 505 315 654



Table 5: Computational results: Average CPU times (seconds) of the Lagrangian relaxation.
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rameters. On the other hand, CPU times increase considerably when the number of periods increases, and they increase almost linearly when the number of items increases. Computational results have shown that a number of iterations between 150 and 200 seems to be a good trade-off between the solution quality and the computation time. In what follows, we carried out computational experimentations in order to compare the results obtained by the Lagrangian relaxation method (LR) to those obtained by Cplex 9.0 standard solver (BC-AG) and (BC-FL). We focused on two scenarios where the number of iterations for the LR method are fixed to 150 and 200 iterations. The stopping criterion of the BC-AG and BC-FL methods is a time limit which is equal to the CPU time of the LR method. We also used a time limit criterion equals to 100, 300 and 600 seconds for the three methods. Tables 6 summarizes the computational behavior of the BC-AG, BC-FL and LR methods based on 150 iterations stopping criterion of the LR method. Tables 7 summarizes the same computations for 200 iterations of the Lagrangian relaxation algorithm LR. Tables 8 summarizes the computational behavior of the BC-AG, BC-FL and LR methods based on a stopping criteria based on a CPU time equals to 100 seconds. Table 9 (resp. 10) summarizes the same computations with 300 seconds (resp. 600 seconds). Average gaps are calculated for different values of the following parameters: the number of items (N ), the number of periods (T ), the setup time factor and the safety stock coverage.



N



T Setup time factor Safety stock coverage



6 12 24 15 30 1 1,5 2 3 1 1,5 2



Gap 8,94% 5,46% 2,87% 4,51% 7,01% 3,50% 4,87% 6,58% 8,07% 7,53% 5,53% 4,20%



LR method GapLB GapU B 2,07% 6,87% 1,49% 3,97% 0,97% 1,90% 0,97% 3,54% 2,05% 4,96% 0,93% 2,57% 1,29% 3,58% 1,74% 4,85% 2,08% 6,00% 1,96% 5,58% 1,51% 4,02% 1,06% 3,14%



BC-AG method Gap GapLB GapU B 12,21% 10,19% 2,02% 15,29% 13,85% 1,46% 12,79% 11,73% 1,07% 7,09% 6,14% 0,95% 19,77% 17,70% 2,08% 11,11% 10,11% 1,01% 13,00% 11,68% 1,33% 14,44% 12,75% 1,70% 15,17% 13,16% 2,03% 14,81% 12,89% 1,94% 13,93% 12,42% 1,52% 11,54% 10,46% 1,09%



BC-FL method Gap GapLB GapU B 30,06% 23,63% 6,56% 26,52% 20,91% 5,70% 24,50% 17,89% 6,70% 19,58% 14,34% 5,28% 34,47% 27,28% 7,36% 27,76% 20,65% 7,23% 27,36% 20,99% 6,48% 26,84% 21,05% 5,89% 26,14% 20,56% 5,68% 26,07% 21,28% 4,87% 28,11% 21,96% 6,26% 26,89% 19,19% 7,83%



Table 6: Computational results: the LR method vs. the BC-FL and BC-AG methods (150 iterations).



N



T Setup time factor Safety stock coverage



6 12 24 15 30 1 1,5 2 3 1 1,5 2



Gap 8,61% 5,08% 2,70% 4,51% 6,42% 3,36% 4,74% 6,32% 7,44% 7,15% 5,30% 3,95%



LR method GapLB GapU B 1,95% 6,66% 1,44% 3,65% 0,93% 1,77% 0,92% 3,58% 1,95% 4,47% 0,88% 2,47% 1,21% 3,53% 1,69% 4,63% 1,97% 5,48% 1,90% 5,25% 1,38% 3,91% 1,03% 2,92%



BC-AG method Gap GapLB GapU B 11,55% 9,66% 1,90% 15,01% 13,60% 1,42% 12,69% 11,61% 1,08% 6,77% 5,86% 0,91% 19,39% 17,38% 2,03% 10,82% 9,84% 0,99% 12,63% 11,37% 1,27% 14,11% 12,44% 1,69% 14,76% 12,83% 1,93% 14,47% 12,57% 1,91% 13,48% 12,06% 1,43% 11,29% 10,24% 1,06%



BC-FL method Gap GapLB GapU B 29,23% 23,03% 6,33% 25,92% 20,69% 5,31% 22,14% 17,79% 4,39% 19,14% 13,94% 5,23% 32,39% 27,06% 5,46% 26,30% 20,35% 6,05% 26,25% 20,71% 5,63% 25,84% 20,75% 5,17% 24,67% 20,20% 4,53% 25,48% 21,01% 4,54% 27,15% 21,64% 5,61% 24,65% 18,86% 5,88%



Table 7: Computational results: the LR method vs. the BC-FL and BC-AG methods (200 iterations). From Tables 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, we can notice that the LR method gives better lower bounds than the BC-AG and BC-FL methods. On the other hand, BC-AG gives better upper 16



N



T Setup time factor Safety stock coverage



6 12 24 15 30 1 1,5 2 3 1 1,5 2



Gap 8,61% 5,96% 10,82% 4,51% 12,42% 4,81% 6,97% 9,46% 12,60% 10,41% 8,78% 6,19%



LR method GapLB 1,86% 1,56% 4,03% 0,87% 4,10% 1,24% 1,91% 2,68% 4,10% 2,93% 2,84% 1,69%



GapU B 6,75% 4,40% 6,83% 3,64% 8,35% 3,57% 5,07% 6,78% 8,55% 7,50% 5,97% 4,51%



BC-AG method Gap GapLB GapU B 10,99% 9,18% 1,82% 15,27% 13,76% 1,52% 12,95% 9,65% 3,32% 6,45% 5,60% 0,86% 19,69% 16,13% 3,58% 10,73% 9,52% 1,21% 12,60% 10,77% 1,84% 14,10% 11,55% 2,56% 14,86% 11,62% 3,27% 14,45% 11,68% 2,78% 13,50% 11,26% 2,25% 11,26% 9,65% 1,62%



BC-FL method Gap GapLB GapU B 28,45% 22,22% 6,36% 28,49% 20,74% 7,91% 30,58% 15,78% 15,33% 18,70% 13,47% 5,27% 39,64% 25,69% 14,47% 28,82% 19,89% 9,11% 28,25% 19,92% 8,48% 33,19% 19,66% 14,17% 26,44% 18,84% 7,71% 26,42% 19,98% 6,53% 28,63% 20,68% 8,10% 32,47% 18,07% 14,97%



Table 8: Computational results: the LR method vs. the BC-FL and BC-AG methods (100 seconds).



N



T Setup time factor Safety stock coverage



6 12 24 15 30 1 1,5 2 3 1 1,5 2



Gap 8,59% 5,08% 3,02% 4,51% 6,62% 3,44% 4,81% 6,37% 7,63% 7,23% 5,46% 4,00%



LR method GapLB GapU B 1,76% 6,83% 1,41% 3,68% 1,01% 2,02% 0,79% 3,72% 1,99% 4,63% 0,85% 2,59% 1,19% 3,62% 1,59% 4,79% 1,93% 5,70% 1,84% 5,40% 1,35% 4,11% 0,99% 3,01%



BC-AG method Gap GapLB GapU B 9,90% 8,18% 1,72% 14,71% 13,34% 1,39% 12,69% 11,65% 1,05% 5,81% 5,03% 0,78% 19,06% 17,09% 1,99% 10,23% 9,35% 0,88% 12,02% 10,82% 1,21% 13,33% 11,78% 1,56% 14,17% 12,28% 1,90% 13,69% 11,88% 1,82% 12,83% 11,50% 1,34% 10,78% 9,80% 0,99%



BC-FL method Gap GapLB GapU B 27,00% 20,85% 6,26% 25,52% 20,34% 5,25% 25,07% 17,78% 7,39% 17,72% 12,54% 5,21% 34,00% 26,77% 7,40% 26,87% 19,56% 7,43% 26,49% 19,90% 6,70% 25,71% 19,78% 6,02% 24,37% 19,39% 5,06% 25,07% 20,15% 5,00% 27,14% 20,84% 6,41% 25,37% 17,98% 7,50%



Table 9: Computational results: the LR method vs. the BC-FL and BC-AG methods (300 seconds).



N



T Setup time factor Safety stock coverage



6 12 24 15 30 1 1,5 2 3 1 1,5 2



Gap 8,59% 5,08% 2,72% 4,51% 6,42% 3,36% 4,71% 6,35% 7,44% 7,15% 5,32% 3,93%



LR method GapLB GapU B 1,70% 6,89% 1,38% 3,70% 0,90% 1,82% 0,75% 3,76% 1,91% 4,52% 0,78% 2,58% 1,10% 3,61% 1,56% 4,79% 1,87% 5,57% 1,74% 5,41% 1,29% 4,03% 0,96% 2,97%



BC-AG method Gap GapLB GapU B 9,25% 7,59% 1,67% 14,39% 13,04% 1,36% 12,53% 11,49% 1,05% 5,43% 4,69% 0,74% 18,68% 16,72% 1,98% 9,90% 9,02% 0,88% 11,62% 10,45% 1,18% 12,96% 11,44% 1,54% 13,75% 11,92% 1,84% 13,20% 11,45% 1,76% 12,46% 11,15% 1,32% 10,51% 9,52% 0,99%



BC-FL method Gap GapLB GapU B 25,90% 19,89% 6,11% 25,14% 20,05% 5,16% 22,13% 17,63% 4,55% 17,07% 11,97% 5,12% 31,70% 26,41% 5,42% 25,12% 19,10% 6,11% 25,09% 19,44% 5,73% 24,16% 19,33% 4,89% 23,19% 18,89% 4,36% 23,97% 19,65% 4,38% 25,91% 20,39% 5,61% 23,29% 17,53% 5,83%



Table 10: Computational results: the LR method vs. the BC-FL and BC-AG methods (600 seconds).
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bounds and BC-FL gives very bad lower bounds. Gaps provided by the LR method are better than those provided by the BC-AG and BC-FL methods. Some observations can be added as done for Tables 3 and 4. Indeed, when the number of periods increases, gaps increase for the BC-AG, BC-FL and LR methods. The same remark can be done for the setup time factor parameter except for the BC-FL method. For the BC-AG and BC-FL methods, we can notice that the difference between the gap of the 30 periods instances and those with 15 periods is very high. However, the BC-AG algorithm is less sensitive to the number of items. Basically, gaps of the LR method decrease when the number of items increases (except for Table 8), but gaps of the BC-AG and BC-FL methods do not depend on the number of items. We can also notice for the LR and BC-AG methods that the gaps are higher when safety stock coverage parameter decreases. This remark is not valid for the BC-FL method. From Tables 6 to 10, we can easily notice that the BC-FL method gives the worst results especially for the lower bounds. Some detailed results presented in Table 11 confirm these observations. In fact, we can notice that lower bounds provided by the LR method are always better than those provided by the BC-AG and BC-FL methods. For instances with 6 items and 15 periods, the difference between the LR and BC-AG lower bounds is quite small. The same difference turns out to be very high for instances with 30 periods. On the other hand, the lower bounds attained by the LR method are always much tighter than those attained by the BC-FL method. The LR method upper bounds are less interesting than those provided by the BC-AG method, but the difference is not very significant. For some instances with 24 items and 30 periods, the LR method outperforms the BC-AG algorithm. The BC-FL method gives the worst lower bounds. The upper bounds provided by BC-FL are generally less interesting, except for some instances when comparing the LR method to the BC-FL method. According to Tables 6 to 11, we can say that the LR method gives better results than the BC-AG and BC-FL methods even if upper bounds are better for the BC-AG method. Therefore, we can easily notice that combining the BC-AG upper bounds and the LR lower bounds could lead to better gaps.
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UB 296565 334506 666281 738738 1179425 1747192 360977 416666 759602 909626 1358709 2009067 415047 500516 845476 1058708 1527898 2245067 507982 599693 1020203 1251645 1894410 2669029 574108 713550 1162901 1512339 2172300 3048650 583906 691517 1193030 1449080 2261954 3074359 681565 793129 1354523 1706693 2548028 3484747



LR method LB 279183 306699 643673 698517 1164455 1709233 326672 374550 733669 841276 1326488 1949292 365245 430676 808255 961750 1460191 2149815 459858 532909 985476 1167651 1848300 2582701 531623 634835 1107950 1372617 2080385 2929187 552122 636338 1159554 1373652 2229949 3010255 622095 738336 1287089 1580876 2476329 3359647 Gap 6,04% 8,67% 3,45% 5,60% 1,28% 2,20% 9,98% 10,65% 3,47% 7,81% 2,40% 3,02% 12,77% 15,00% 4,50% 9,60% 4,53% 4,33% 9,94% 11,79% 3,46% 6,94% 2,46% 3,29% 7,68% 11,68% 4,84% 9,69% 4,32% 4,00% 5,60% 8,31% 2,85% 5,34% 1,42% 2,11% 9,12% 7,16% 5,11% 7,65% 2,85% 3,66% 6,11%



BC-AG method UB LB Gap 281917 278614 1,18% 322876 274280 16,28% 648335 621604 4,21% 730081 579149 23,06% 1168001 1111768 4,93% 1756759 1471217 17,69% 333387 323285 3,08% 390917 332783 16,07% 741782 702087 5,50% 878574 692411 23,70% 1344316 1249054 7,35% 2023559 1650313 20,32% 383374 359105 6,54% 461651 383885 18,39% 820723 761779 7,45% 1022146 796125 24,86% 1485760 1371690 7,98% 2235905 1819293 20,55% 470396 449494 4,54% 560628 476263 16,27% 998421 925965 7,53% 1220557 963102 23,58% 1867989 1730496 7,64% 2665954 2177051 20,19% 551685 520746 5,77% 669238 573017 15,49% 1134333 1036860 8,98% 1440223 1121453 24,89% 2117783 1931931 9,18% 3034549 2454140 21,15% 564937 542274 4,09% 661520 579301 13,25% 1171468 1108326 5,54% 1421986 1142666 21,78% 2242053 2123503 5,43% 3077608 2576567 17,72% 640528 614508 4,15% 767869 673510 13,09% 1311066 1217646 7,39% 1651247 1307697 23,22% 2504506 2336407 6,94% 3471807 2855159 19,49% 12,77%



Table 11: Computational results (600 seconds).



Parameters N T Setup time rate Safety stock coverage 6 15 1.00 1.00 6 30 1.00 1.00 12 15 1.00 1.00 12 30 1.00 1.00 24 15 1.00 1.00 24 30 1.00 1.00 6 15 1.50 1.00 6 30 1.50 1.00 12 15 1.50 1.00 12 30 1.50 1.00 24 15 1.50 1.00 24 30 1.50 1.00 6 15 2.00 1.00 6 30 2.00 1.00 12 15 2.00 1.00 12 30 2.00 1.00 24 15 2.00 1.00 24 30 2.00 1.00 6 15 2.00 1.50 6 30 2.00 1.50 12 15 2.00 1.50 12 30 2.00 1.50 24 15 2.00 1.50 24 30 2.00 1.50 6 15 3.00 1.50 6 30 3.00 1.50 12 15 3.00 1.50 12 30 3.00 1.50 24 15 3.00 1.50 24 30 3.00 1.50 6 15 2.00 2.00 6 30 2.00 2.00 12 15 2.00 2.00 12 30 2.00 2.00 24 15 2.00 2.00 24 30 2.00 2.00 6 15 3.00 2.00 6 30 3.00 2.00 12 15 3.00 2.00 12 30 3.00 2.00 24 15 3.00 2.00 24 30 3.00 2.00 Mean gaps



BC-FL method UB LB Gap 293780 244868 18,16% 336709 231883 36,87% 680548 552143 20,83% 750195 521152 36,03% 1223150 1008505 19,24% 1799446 1351046 28,47% 345168 288521 17,88% 417588 290841 35,78% 769137 635707 19,00% 905524 658441 31,60% 1388514 1141255 19,55% 2050633 1567970 26,68% 387732 330739 15,86% 471953 343038 31,64% 848185 701502 18,93% 1028889 775800 28,05% 1532714 1270592 18,70% 2257237 1755841 24,99% 492456 408221 18,70% 590585 404949 37,29% 1039469 862329 18,63% 1267830 902863 33,63% 1944961 1611699 18,74% 2705848 2052018 27,48% 566811 473017 18,04% 690658 485616 34,86% 1168741 973675 18,21% 1485615 1087662 30,93% 2192747 1821712 18,48% 3109165 2377886 26,65% 587462 509174 14,28% 695297 485644 35,51% 1239291 1051166 16,43% 1465826 1052612 32,82% 2355512 2032519 14,72% 3184653 2392486 28,41% 664068 572514 14,81% 796401 561463 34,60% 1356920 1147882 16,69% 1681761 1230676 30,98% 2615588 2204183 17,07% 3593773 2677518 29,22% 24,65%
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Conclusion



In this paper, we propose a mathematical formulation of a new multi-item capacitated lotsizing problem with setup times. This formulation takes into account several industrial constraints such as shortage costs and safety stock deficit costs. To derive a good lower bound, we have used an approach based on the Lagrangian relaxation of the resource capacity constraints. We have also proposed an algorithm that solves the induced single-item subproblems optimally by solving T 3 minimum cost flow problems where T denotes the number of periods. The complexity of this algorithm could be improved using a geometric approach [23]. It can also be improved by combining some new characteristics of the optimal solution. Some computational improvements could be reached by implementing a specific minimum cost flow algorithm. Numerical results show that our Lagrangian relaxation approach leads to better gaps and tighter lower bounds than those provided by a standard solver, while the standard solver gives better upper bounds. Our Lagrangian relaxation approach could be improved by developing a new heuristic or metaheuristic to construct better feasible solutions. Since the LR lower bounds are very good in comparison with the ones obtained by a standard solver, an exact solution method to be developed for the MCLSS in the future could leverage Lagrangian relaxation based lower bounds.
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